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Abstract: A statistical model of karstic flow conduits, based on statistical physics of random walks, is developed. It allows us to
compute the mean depth of flow conduits versus the distance from the inlet and versus the dip. It provides results that are in good
qualitative agreement with previous results of other authors: the mean depth increases, slowly, with the distance, and it increases,
not in a regular fashion, with the dip. The variability of the depth of the conduits, possibly leading to some conduits far from the
water table, and the fact that well developed conduits are scarce or not, is linked to the probability of exploitation of the different
fractures, the potentially permeable bedding planes, faults and joints in the karstifiable rock. On the basis of this result, we propose
that interesting cavities - from the point of view of caving and cave diving - are found only in a small range of those exploitation
probabilities. Finally, we emphasize the non-euclidean properties of flow conduits; especially, that many shortest pathways may
exist and that a straight line is not usually the shortest pathway that actually develops between inlet and outlet.
Keywords: flow conduits, mean depth, model, statistics, karst.

1. Introduction
We have developed a statistical computational model in
order to examine some statistical properties of karst: among
them, the mean depth of flow conduits, and the influence on
it of dip and other parameters such as fracture permeability.
The examination of such statistical properties is interesting
because it contributes to the still lively debate about the
depth of karst flow conduits (near the water table or deeper),
and because we are able to compare our results with those
developed by other authors also concerned with this debate
but starting from very different basis. Varying some parameters
of our model allows us to perform a statistical sweep through
the different states of the Ford’s ”amplified four-state model”
(Ford, 2003). Worthington’s data (Worthington, 2004),
derived from the study of real karst systems are in qualitative
agreement with our model, and we will examine how taking
in account a new parameter may explain the differences. Our
model is at the scale of the entire karst: in the current state
of computing such models, oversimplification is necessary in
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order to reduce the number of relevant parameters. For that
reason, we have built a model as independent as possible from
hydraulic and chemical details, as will be explained below. Of
course, due to these oversimplifications, the results from our
model are more aimed to exemplify some ideas, to propose
scaling laws, and to compare them with other authors’ results,
and less to making precise qualitative predictions. Even if we
take in account only basic parameters necessary to explain
the peculiar characteristics of karst conduits, in a surprising
fashion some results are very close to those from real sumps
or cave surveys: this is also quite interesting.

2. Presentation of the model
This model is intended to apply to caves formed in soluble
rocks (or ice) in phreatic conditions, below or at the level of
water table but not above. In other words, it aims to describe
some properties of caves that are sumps, or former sumps. It
applies in the early stages of development of the integrated
dissolutional conduit system, when fissure transmission
is efficient and allows the conduits to form, but before the
competition between conduits leading to formation of a flow
hierarchy is completed, and before the breakthrough time see for example (Dreybrodt, Romanov and Gabrovšek, 2001).
Nevertheless, some statistical properties remain effective after
the hierarchisation and growth of flow conduits, and these
statistical properties may describe the geometry of actual
conduits. This is the case for the mean depth of conduits
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because all of the developed conduits originate from the protoconduits that have a greater probability of developing in some
places and a poorer probability in other places.
We make the particular choice of an allogenic karst: the
inlet location is then known, for example a sinkhole at the border
between the karstifiable rock and impermeable rocks; and the
outlet position is supposedly known also, for example fixed by
allogenic control (Figures 1a and 1b). Since the conduits are in
an early stage development, as an approximate but not limiting
condition the water table is assumed to be plane.
We describe the fissure transmission as follows: the more
penetrable weaknesses in the rock, for example bedding planes,
joints, faults (hereafter termed ”fractures”) are approximated
by a quadrangular network, and the water can flow only along
the fractures (Figures 1a and 1b). From the inlet, the water
circulation is assumed to be driven by the elevation gradient
of the water table: the water can flow through each different
fracture (in what follows termed an ”edge”) of our model only
in one sense. The necessity for the water to exit through the
outlet introduces another limitation on the number or extent of
edges that can be traversed: the total descent below the water
table must be exactly compensated by the total ascent toward
water table. Assuming these rules of circulation, we compute
for each node the probability π of finding a proto-conduit that
is either able or not able to become a conduit after competition
and breakthrough - just as in a random walk.
We don’t focus on the hydrodynamic details because,
as mentioned by Ford (2003) the laws describing the flow at
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the scale of a whole karst may be sometimes simply laminar
and linear (Darcy’s law), sometimes non-linear laminar or
sometimes non-linear and turbulent. The range of values of
some of the parameters needed to determine the applicability
of these three related laws may sometimes be known only to a
range from 1 to 1000 i.e. three orders. Thus, we try to develop
a model as independent as possible of relationships between
given conduits’ flows, their cross-sections or widths, etc. For
the same reason, we do not focus on kinetic and chemical
details such as rates of dissolution, as in the pluri-dimensional
models developed by Dreybrodt and his colleagues (Romanov,
Gabrovšek, Dreybrodt, 2004), (Dreybrodt, Gabrovšek, 2003),
(Romanov, Dreybrodt, Gabrovšek, 2002). The consequence of
these two abstractions is that our predictions will not consider
the temporal aspect of early conduit formation, and they will
not predict the past or present conduit sizes or the flow rates
in them. The properties of the conduits we examine are more
in the field of statistical physics and only geometric: at the local
scale, we examine the probability π for a developed conduit to
exist or not at a given location (horizontal and vertical position
or equivalent parameters described in Figure 1a) in a karst;
and at a wider scale, once π is known, we examine how the
mean depth of the flow conduits varies with the strata dip and
distance from inlet. This is equivalent to a random walk, subject
to some constraints such as the presence of the water table.
The fact that all the edges don’t have the same permeability
is described in a very simple probabilistic fashion: an edge lets
the water flow along it with a probability p and is impermeable
with a probability 1-p. Here, p is a parameter characterising

Figure 1. Our model is a two-dimensional quadrangular network whose edges correspond to the fractures (bedding planes,
joints, or faults) of the rock. π is the probability of finding a proto-conduit at a node in the network. A real karst is threedimensional; either the figure may be regarded as a cross-section, or its plan may correspond to the plan of a main leading
fracture, intersecting the others and letting the fluid flow at the intersections.
Figure 1a explains that both Cartesian coordinates (x,y) may be replaced by the distance (number of steps) t from the inlet and
another coordinate s, or with t and the depth h (t,s) below the water table. g stands for gravity. By analogy with the physics
of waves, all nodes located at the same distance from the inlet can be seen as a wave surface. An edge is permeable with a
probability p. The natural unity for all the quantities having the dimension of a distance is the distance λ between nearest
neighbour nodes.
Figure 1b establishes that the water table is not horizontal, there is an elevation gradient that determines the sense of the water
flow. Thus, the angle θ between the water table and the vertical g doesn’t exactly represent the strata dip. We call this angle the
”pseudo-dip” and discuss all our results with reference to it.
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the karstic system and, of course, has a value between 0 and
1. p=0 corresponds to an impermeable material (State 0 of
Ford’s model) unable to be karstified, while p=1.0 corresponds
to a material with an important and homogeneous permeability
(like state 5 in the Ford Model, as discussed far below).
The fact that p doesn’t vary with the location and
orientation, and that the network of edges is quadrangular,
is an approximation: it corresponds to a model karst where
the dip, the distance between fractures, the mechanical
constraints inside the material, are constant. Nevertheless,
this model may be close enough to real karsts, for example,
in weakly tectonized karst plains where the parameters
described above have only limited variability. One must note
that when these parameters have, on the contrary, major
variability it often indicates conditions expected in tectonized
mountain karsts. In such karsts, the systems of pits (shafts)
and meanders commonly found are vadose in evolution and
are not the concern of our model. There are other modes of
conduit formation in such mountain karsts, for example those
described by Audra (1994).
Another major approximation is that our model is twodimensional whereas real karsts are three-dimensional: this
will affect certain results from both the qualitative or quantitative
points of view, and this will be underlined when necessary.
The probability of existence of a developed conduit at a
given location (Figure 1a), π, is evaluated as follows: starting
from the inlet (π =1.0), we suppose that all the following
accessible nodes can be reached with the same probability.
Some nodes are forbidden because they are above the
water table, or because they would correspond to water
displacement in a sense opposite to the hydraulic gradient
(i.e. flow upstream). The process is iterated until the outlet is
reached. Except in the case where p=1.0, the probability at the
outlet is of course less than unity. Once the field π has been
calculated, we will examine the sum of all the values of π that
correspond to the same number of steps from the inlet; this
corresponds to the total probability π for the conduits to be able
to develop at this distance. This total probability may remain
close to unity, or vanish more or less quickly.
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corresponds to θ=45°. The mean depth is less symmetric than
the whole system, and reaches a maximum value at some
place other than the middle. Moreover, expressed in the natural
unit λ, the mean depth is fifty times lower than the length of the
system: if conduits can be created far under the water table,
according to our model such deep conduits seem likely to be
rather scarce.

Figure 2. for a symmetric system 1000X1000, the mean
depth is plotted versus the number of steps (distance from the
inlet). Due to the symmetry, the pseudo-dip is 45°. The shape
of the curve is not symmetrical, reflecting the influence of the
hydraulic gradient. Deep conduits appear to be scarce.

All the distances will be expressed in the natural unit λ,
that is the distance between fractures. Figure 2 presents the
evolution of the flow conduits mean depth with the distance,
in the case of a system with p=1.0 where N=P=1000, which

Keeping p=1.0, Figure 3 presents the evolution of mean
depth with distance for different values of the pseudo-dip. It
appears that, at any given distance, the mean depth increases
with the dip. The intermediate case of a pseudo-dip of 45°
corresponds to a special behaviour, where the mean depth
varies like the square root of the distance, and it can be
regarded as a threshold between the situations of major and
minor dip control. This threshold is higher than the one (~5°)
investigated on the basis of real data by some authors (Ford
and Williams, 2007). This quantitative difference is perhaps
related to the bi-dimensional modeling of a three-dimensional
system, as explained below. For steep dips, it appears (Figure
3a) that for systems of large size, the mean depth varies in a
linear fashion with the distance, whereas for low dips (Figure
3b), it appears that the mean depth varies very slowly with the
distance: it is roughly constant after few steps. Figure 3c shows
that the variations of the mean depth versus the dip are weakly
dependant on p. Despite the quantitative differences, these
results about the influence of the dip are in good qualitative
agreement with the Ford’s statement that ”deep loops are
favoured where strata dip steeply and shallower caves where
dip is gentle”. Figure 3d exemplifies the distribution of π
corresponding, for p=1.0, to systems of different pseudo-dip.
In the case of steep dips, it allows identification of a middle
(blue zone) of the probability distribution with mean depth,
allowing us to propose the following approximation: (mean
depth) ≈ (length/√2)tan(θ-π /4).
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As noted, the water table is not strictly horizontal (this
would correspond to the absence of any flow) but remains
close to the horizontal: the angle between the horizontal and
the bedding planes, determining the dip, is close to the angle
between the water table and the bedding planes (Figure 1b).
We will describe the influence of the dip on the statistical
properties of conduits using this angle; and we will call it
”pseudo-dip” in what follows.

3. Some important results
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Figure 3. For systems 400X100 to 400X1200, and p=1.0, the mean depth is plotted versus the number of steps (distance from
inlet). Figure 3a presents the results related to steep dips (strong dip effect), whereas Figure 3b presents the results for low dips.
The different curves are related to different values of the pseudo-dip, in decimal degrees.
The two patterns are very different. With low dips, the
mean depth varies very slowly with the distance from inlet,
and remains very small (a few units). With major dips, the
mean depth varies in a quasi-linear fashion with the distance
from inlet, and increases in a regular fashion with the dip. The
theoretical intermediate case, with θ=45°, is rather particular,
with a mean depth varying as the square root of the distance
from the inlet.
Figure 3c shows the mean depth at 400 steps from the
inlet for systems 400X100 to 400X1200; three of them have a
value of p equal to 0.8 and one of them a value of p equal to
1.0: the pattern of the mean depth versus the distance from
inlet seems rather independent of p.
Figure 3d shows the probability distribution for systems
400X200, 400X400, and 400X800, with p=1.0. Even in the case
of a symmetric system 400X400, the probability distribution
isn’t symmetric. The colour code for the probability ranges from
red for the lowest values to blue for the highest values, passing
through green for intermediate values.
Figure 4a presents mean depth versus distance for three
systems 1000X1000 with p=0.75, which is a rather low value:
it appears that the fluctuations are very strong. That is also
reflected in Figure 4b, representing, for different values of
p, the mean depth versus the distance on average in a few
different systems: despite the average, the fluctuations remain,
becoming more and more important as p decreases.
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This in good agreement with Ford’s argument that ”Where
penetrable fissures are sparse but large, cave systems may thus
be compelled to follow deep loops below the spring elevations.
Where the fissure density is greater, loop amplitude tends to
diminish”. As previously explained, our model concerns the
early karstification, before the competition between conduits
that will lead only few of them enlarging during and after the
breakthrough. Concerning the two-dimensional modeling
itself, the heterogeneity in the conduit distribution we have
calculated will nevertheless remain after breakthrough: the
conduits selected by competition are selected from protoconduits that are, in probability, present in some areas and
absent in others. The utilisation of protoconduits is well
illustrated by what happens when the outlet position (spring)
is lowered or raised (consequence of erosion downwards or
tectonic uplift/aggradation upwards): particular segments of the
surviving proto-net can be utilised (rejuvenated) in the course
of building a new network. This is illustrated in Figures 7.14
and 7.21 in Ford and Williams’ book (Ford and Williams, 2007).
Concerning a three-dimensional real system modeled by our
two-dimensional network, the following fact must be pointed
out: two different conduits in a three-dimensional system may
correspond to a same conduit in the two-dimensional model, if
it is regarded as a projection. It may happen in the real threedimensional system that two different conduits join together,
or that a single conduit divides into two secondary conduits,
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Figure 4: Figure 4a shows the evolution of the mean depth with the number of steps (distance from inlet) for three systems
1000X1000 with p=0.75. Comparing these curves with that of Figure 1 (system with p=1.0) demonstrates that the depth
fluctuations, and the possibility of finding depth conduits, increase when p decreases. Figure 4b summarizes the evolution of
the mean depth with the number of steps for different values of p, on average in a few systems: it confirms that the fluctuations
are important and that deep conduits are more probable when p decreases (even if, of course, below a certain threshold, there
will be no conduits at all).
in a fashion not foreseen or taken into account in our twodimensional model. In that case, and together with the fact that
we do not deal with the mechanism of conduit size hierarchical
development, this may lead to a modification of the mean
conduits depth distribution during the time. Unfortunately, only
a three-dimensional model, with a very large time demand on
a computer may allow us to investigate this important point.

4. Application to caving and cave diving
Examination of systems where p<1.0 leads to another
important result concerning the field of caving and cave diving,
sometimes regarded as totally independent of the field of karst
study. The probability π can be regarded as a function of the
distance t from the inlet and of the depth h, and written as π
(t,h). For a given value of the distance t, it is interesting to

examine what we call the total probability π=Σhπ (t,h) of finding
a conduit, regardless of its depth. Figure 5a presents this total
probability at 400 steps versus p for systems 400X400. It
appears that π decreases quickly with p. Thus, three different
situations can be distinguished:
In a situation where p is too low (threshold p1≈0.9 on the
Figure 5a), π vanishes or quasi-vanishes. In a situation where
p1<p<1.0, π takes small values, less than unity. Where p=1.0,
π=1.0 of course.
Since π varies with the distance t, p1 also varies with t
and must not be confused with what is termed the “percolation
threshold” p2 in statistical physics; the only thing that is certain
is that p1≥p2. Moreover, p1 depends on the size of the system
and the boundary conditions; p1 and the shape of π will
probably not remain the same for three-dimensional systems.

Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the evolution of the total probability at 400 steps for systems 400X400 versus the value of p. The
total probability decreases with p in a non-linear manner, and is quasi-null when p is lower than 0.8. Figure 5b shows the
evolution of the total probability with the distance from the inlet for a system 1000X1000, with p=0.97. The decrease of the
total probability is quasi exponential except near the inlet and outlet. This a possible explanation of the fact that interesting
caves are rather scarce: p must be lower than unity to reach interesting mean depths, but the lower that p is, the rarer the caves
are. Since the practical exploration of functional or relict deep loops is problematic, this theoretical answer is quite interesting.
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Figure 6. The probability distribution π of finding a conduit in a given place. It is a system 1000X1000 with a probability
p=0.75 (corresponding to something very scarce according to others previous calculations).The colours code differs from
Figure 3 blue codes for places where π≥0.9 πmax, whereas purple codes for places where 0.1πaxn≤π≤0.9πmax It is interesting
to see how the blue areas are similar to surveys of real sumped cave systems, and this is illustrated by the free sketch in Figure 6b.
Despite this numerical gloom, an important concept
emerges. Combining the idea that in a situation where
p1<p<1.0, π takes small values with the previous observation
that low values of p enhance the fluctuations and possibilities
of finding deep conduits, we are led to propose the following
concept: Interesting caves - from the point of view of caving
and cave-diving, deep and well developed tubes - are found
only in situations where p is low, provided it remains larger
than a certain threshold, very roughly corresponding to the
percolation threshold.
Outside of this interval, if p is too low, there will be no caves
at all and if p is too close to unity, only a large number of small
epiphreatic caves may come into existence. As discussed
below, p=0 and p close to unity are essentially the conditions
of State 0 and State 5 in the Ford model. Since π decreases
with p and the distance (Figure 5b), it is a possible explanation
of the fact that interesting caves with long and well developed
conduits are rather scarce. It corresponds to the reality that,
during prospecting in karst areas or study of maps where it
appears that all of the necessary conditions for discovering
caves are satisfied, it happens sometimes that nothing is found.
Our hypothesis may be reformulated in a slightly different form:
deep loops are less probable than shallow loops. It is quite
difficult to verify this hypothesis using real data because if a
conduit is active and large enough to be dived it becomes
harder to explore as the depth increases; or if the conduit
is relict and drained, it is probably infilled by sediments and
thus becomes difficult to dig by cavers! This means that while
deep loops may be less frequent, they are also more difficult
to investigate and therefore may be recorded less frequently
in the caving literature. Beyond this practical obstacle, Figure
6a demonstrates the theoretical answer we propose. It shows
the distribution of π for a symmetric system 1000X1000, with
p=0.75. Since this is a low value, such systems are scarce
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and so it is very surprising to see how the distribution of the
maximal values of π, in blue, sketches something (Figure 6b)
that resembles the survey of a real cave.

5. Re-examination of Worthington’s results
Worthington (Worthington, 2004) examines the influence of
dip, length, and other parameters, on the depth of conduits. An
average from real caves is calculated and, with Worthington’s
notations and equations, we recall his results:
D = 0.053 L0.77 		
D = 120 θ

0.56

			

0.74			

(3)
(4)

D = 0.60 E

(5)

D = 0.061 L0.91 θ0.72 		

(6)

D = 0.016 L054 E0.56 		

(7)

0.64

D = 1.6 E

D = 0.047 L

0.72

θ

0.85

		

0.64

θ

0.11

E

(8)
(9)

D is the mean conduit depth in metres below the water
table, L is the flow path length in metres, θ is the dimensionless
stratal dip (equal to the sine of the dip in degrees), and E is
the elevation difference in metres between the lowest spring
and the highest recharge point in the aquifer. The correlation
coefficients of these seven equations are 0.64, 0.50, 0.68,
0.90, 0.80, 0.70 and 0.90, respectively.
Since our model employs the pseudo-dip in place of
dip and elevation, it is not possible to discuss the influence
of the parameter E, but consideration of the influence of L
and θ is of particular interest. Table 1 shows a comparison
of Worthington’s formulas with ours. Worthington’s Equation
(3), with an exponent 0.77, is in the middle of the exponents
we found, from 0 for weak dips to 1.0 for strong dips, passing
through 0.5 for intermediate dips close to 45°: the real data
examined by this author seem in qualitative agreement with
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Table 1
Comparison between some of Worthington’s results and present results. Averaging of λ in a blind manner may lead to
expressions rather different than those related to a precisely determined value of λ.
Properties of conduits

Mean depth versus length

Worthington

Weak dip

D=0.053L0.77

Intermediate dip

D=0.053L0.77

Strong dip

D=0.053L0.77

Weak dip

D=0.061L0.91θ0.72

Strong dip

D=0.061L0.91θ0.72

Mean depth versus dip

our model. Worthington’s Equation (4) makes no distinction
between weak and important dips, nevertheless, the predicted
increment of mean depth with dip in our calculations is also in
qualitative accordance with the real averaged data. Again, for
Worthington’s Equation (6), the exponent 0.91 related to L is
between the exponents 0.0 and 1.0 we propose for weak and
important dips.
In addition to the two-dimensional character of our model,
the most important difference between the two studies seems
to be the fact that we are able to use quantities measurable
at large scale (the conduit depth, length, the dip) with one
quantity of smaller scale, λ. In practice, λ would correspond to
the averaged distance between neighbour fractures (bedding
planes, joints, or faults). Two different karsts having the same
dips and displaying conduits of the same length may have quite
different values for the mean depth if the values of λ aren’t the
same. In other words, λ plays an important role in the scaling
laws related to flow conduits.

6. Final considerations
Our model is minimal but embeds all of the essential
factors necessary for karstification (Quinif, 1998): the existence
of a soluble rock (in the broad sense, including glacier ice), the
presence of water in conditions where corrosion can act (for
example, sufficient hydraulic gradient), and the existence of
fractures that water can penetrate and corrode the rock. By
means of p, it put the emphasis on a very important factor, even
sometimes unrecognized: the existence of tectonic constraints
corresponding to open fractures (Havron, Quinif, Vandycke,
2004), and it is in good qualitative agreement with well-known
results such as the influence of dip on the flow conduits depth.
The re-examination of Worthington’s results allow us to
put the emphasis on another important parameter: the mean
distance between the fractures; bedding planes, faults, or
joints. Our study is able to link this local parameter to global
properties of flow conduits.
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Present article
(h>=<D/λ> ~(L/λ)0
<D>~L0λ1
<h>=<D/λ>~(L/λ)1/2
<D>~L1/2λ1/2
<h>=<D/λ>~(L/λ)1
<D>~L1λ0
<h>=<D/λ>~θ0
<D>~L0θ0λ1
<h>=<D/λ>~(L/λ)tan(θ-π/4)
<D>~L1tan(θ-π/4)λ0

It is quite interesting that we can reinforce with some
mathematical considerations (about the value of p) the
conceptual ideas of Ford (four states model). His State 0 would
correspond to a value of p too low to enable percolation and
conduit formation, whereas his State 1, with bathyphreatic
caves would correspond to values of p just above the
percolation threshold (spatially scarce but deep conduits).
When p increases, we would find Ford’s State 2 with multiple
loops with lesser depths and finally, with values of p higher,
the State 3 and 4 with caves that are a mixture of phreatic
and water table levelled components, or developed just along
the watertable level. Finally, when p is too close to 1.0 this
may correspond to a last state, 5, in which the conduits are
too abundant: competition between them has not enough time
to act and there would exist rather a mass permeability (not
porosity, but a very large number of conduits that are not large
enough for cavers to enter) than developed conduits.
Our model illustrates other particular aspects of karstic
systems that are sometimes neglected: the fact that the
geometry of the proto-conduit network isn’t Euclidean, because
there are many shortest pathways between two points, and
that a straight line doesn’t correspond to the shortest pathway
(Figure 1). The fact that the water follows the shortest
pathway(s) is the consequence of the flow pattern imposed
by the hydraulic gradient. It is surprising to find that it is not
a supplemental hypothesis that would have been introduced
to take in account, for example, the preference for conduits
having the lowest hydraulic conductivity.
The programs for the model, and some pre-computed
results, are available on the author’s site: http://pboudinet.
dynalias.com/~speleo/Recherche/Statistical_Modelization_
of_Flow_Conduits/liste.php
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